
 
 

ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL - SMPTE 
 

Please visit digitalcinema.bydeluxe.com or call 1-877-272-3870 for additional information 

Dear Digital Cinema Managers and Projection Staff:  
 
Digital Cinema Distribution Coalition (DCDC) has been contracted by 20th Century Fox to distribute Alita: Battle Angel for 
theatrical release. 
 
We ask you to ingest the contents as soon as possible and schedule a quality check screening after the keys unlock the feature. 
On average, it could take 24-48 hours to receive a hard drive in the event of a satellite failure or replace a faulty hard drive. 
 
IMPORTANT 3D NOTE:  The key to the 3D experience is the light.  You have been provided with both a general release 4.5 FL 3D 
DCP and a premium 6 FL-XBrite 3D DCP.  Projecting an XBrite 3D DCP at the standard 4.5 Foot Lamberts of light will result in a 
dark, hard-to-see presentation.  It was especially color graded at 6 foot lamberts and must be run at 6 FL.  Projected in this way, it 
will look amazing! 
  
Conversely, if a general release 3D DCP is shown at 6 FL it will look overly bright.  It must be run at 4.5 Foot Lamberts, and it will 
look terrific at that light level.  Since you may have some auditoriums capable of running at 6 FL 3D with others that can only hit 
4.5 FL 3D, please confirm that the correct DCP file is loaded in the appropriate theater and that each is run at its proper light level.  
This will make a huge difference in the presentation and to audience enjoyment.  Thanks so much from Robert Rodriguez, Jon 
Landau, and Jim Cameron. 
 

If you encounter any issues, with your satellite or hard drive, please call DCDC’s 24/7 Helpline at 877-272-3870. 
If you encounter any KDM issues, please call CINEVIZION’s 24/7 Helpline at 866-777-7496. 
 

 

SATELLITE CONTENT FOLDER: 
 
 
 

 
FEATURES 

STUDIO 20th Century Fox 

RATING PG-13 

RUN TIME 02:01:51:16 

CREDIT START TIME 01:56:47:18 

CRAWL START TIME 01:58:21:17 

FILE SIZE 641.95 GB 

363a2ccd-914f-4b30-9e3b-279dfab15d38 Alita_CCOC_SMPTE_V2 

7083a9be-9296-49f6-be5f-44bed585677d AlitaBattleAngel_FTR-2D_S_EN-EN-CCAP_OV_ATMOS-
DBOX-HI-VI_2K_TCF_20190128_DTB_SMPTE_OV 

16dec0a3-b649-4c23-86a8-d82b55d8000a AlitaBattleAngel_FTR-3D-45FL_S_EN-EN-CCAP_OV_ATMOS-
DBOX-HI-VI_2K_TCF_20190126_DTB_SMPTE_OV 

ba00e2c0-7eee-4d12-859c-62c4db1fe085 AlitaBattleAngel_FTR-3D-6FL-XBrite_S_EN-EN-
CCAP_OV_ATMOS-DBOX-HI-

VI_2K_TCF_20190126_DTB_SMPTE_OV 

d1d1f3c8-5202-4b6d-9051-0f8c6140c0f8 AlitaBattleAngel_FTR-2D_S_EN-EN-CCAP_OV_51-DBOX-HI-
VI_2K_TCF_20190130_TCF_SMPTE 

CONTENT DISTRIBUTION = DIGITAL CINEMA DISTRIBUTION COALITION (DCDC) 
PHONE: (877) 272-3870 
E-MAIL: ddchelp@bydeluxe.com 

 

KEY DISTRIBUTION = CINEVIZION 
PHONE: (866) 777-7496 
E-MAIL: dchelp@cinevizion.com 

 
 
 

mailto:dchelp@cinevizion.com


 
 

ALITA: BATTLE ANGEL - SMPTE 
 

Please visit digitalcinema.bydeluxe.com or call 1-877-272-3870 for additional information 

 

Drive Return Information 

• We have included a UPS label for you to return the drive to DCDC. Please pack the drive into the box you received. Apply the 
return UPS shipping label over the old label on the outside. Verify that the label now indicates SHIPPING DEPARTMENT, 9653 
S. 500 W. Sandy, UT 84070 

• When UPS arrives for deliveries, hand the package to the driver. Record the tracking number for proof of return. 

• If your hard drive has not been picked up by the Friday after you have ingested the content, please contact our Recovery 
Department at 1-800-993-4567 (after you choose your language, select option 2). 

04533710-67da-49f4-b799-de4fa3a803f5 AlitaBattleAngel_FTR-2D_S_EN-EN-OCAP_OV_51-DBOX-HI-
VI_2K_TCF_20190130_TCF_SMPTE 

82ae254b-fc19-4788-91bc-0d430b839ad2 AlitaBattleAngel_FTR-2D_S_EN-EN-CCAP_OV_71-DBOX-HI-
VI_2K_TCF_20190130_TCF_SMPTE 

bb170aaf-9ea4-4d07-afd1-72a9bb1a3807 AlitaBattleAngel_FTR-3D-45FL_S_EN-EN-CCAP_OV_51-
DBOX-HI-VI_2K_TCF_20190131_TCF_SMPTE 

bd5dc4c8-f7e4-4874-8a5e-c99f26d2ac64 AlitaBattleAngel_FTR-3D-45FL_S_EN-EN-CCAP_OV_71-
DBOX-HI-VI_2K_TCF_20190131_TCF_SMPTE 

ecf7e9ab-6f49-4146-a0d9-7cf4b3482823 AlitaBattleAngel_FTR-3D-6FL-XBrite_S_EN-EN-
CCAP_OV_51-DBOX-HI-VI_2K_TCF_20190130_TCF_SMPTE 

8b9bd942-d8f3-4476-a0e1-04ae4f3d7140 AlitaBattleAngel_FTR-3D-6FL-XBrite_S_EN-EN-
CCAP_OV_71-DBOX-HI-VI_2K_TCF_20190130_TCF_SMPTE 

fdb2cdb5-1a14-4270-9cbb-a06085231e6d Alita-FramingChart_TST-3D-45FL_S_XX-
XX_OV_MOS_2K_TCF_20190125_TCF_SMPTE 

4daada31-7ee3-4690-a28d-6aa051503b66 Alita-FramingChart_TST-3D-6FL-XBrite_S_XX-
XX_OV_MOS_2K_TCF_20190118_TCF_SMPTE 


